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G, L.. Hofman
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ABSTRACT

The irradiation behavior of alurninum-based dispersion_ flmls

is ev',fluated with emptiasis on met',fllurgic',fl processes that

control_ the dispersion behavior. Phase transformations: and

microstructurall ch,'mgcs resulting from fuel_matrrix

interactions and tile effect of fissioning in fuel' ,'we discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The compounds of uranium that are generally ctmsidemd ff)r use as dispm_ion

fuels, fail, as frn" as their irradiation beliavior is ce.interned, into two distinctly (fifferent:

groups. They either exhibit excessive fission gas bubble growth leading to break-away

swelling and severe limitations to either tirol loading or burnup, or they do not, in which

case their limitations are determined by fabric:tbility. "I.qfis fimdamentally different fission

gas behavior in these two groups is illustrated in Fig. l'..

"Ehe scanning electron micrographs shown in Fig. 1 were obtained frorn fracture

surfaces of U_Si and UaSiz fuel parlicles from experimental: aluminum dispersion tirol

plates irradiated in the Oak Ridge Resem'ch Reactor (ORR), The strikingly different

fission gas bubble morphology between U_Si, which fiflls in the unstable swelling group,

and UaSi a which, belongs: in the stable group; can be attributed toa much higher fission

gas mobility in, the fomler. However, the tempe_,qmre at which these fl.mls operated in the

ORR was so: low; not higher than ,--150°C, that thermally activated, diffusion of Xe and Kr

should have been negligibly small: in either compmmd. The apparent existence of

appreciable (fiffusion can be explained by tile well-known phenomenon of radiation-.

enhanced diffusion, However, current fission: gas beh,'tvior models, which have been

developed over the past decades, do not predict the extent of gas bubble formation

observed and certainly not the difference between the two groups of flmls.
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In tun attempt to, remedy the shortcomings of existing models and improve our

predictions and capability to, design better rims, several: modifications of die _models: have

been proposed [:1_,2]: ThEse modifications are thought to, reflect, ctianges in both, crystal_

structures and' compcmnd microstructures as a_result of tile tiigh fission, densities occurring

in dispersion, fuels, This paper will briefly discuss these ideas, present, supporting

evidence, ,and apply them to suggest, improvements to overall; dispersion fuel; behavior.

S ELLING

A comparison of the swelling of various compounds tested during the Reduced

Enrichment' Rese:u'ch: and: Test Reactor (,RERTR)progrmn, is presented in, Fig. 2: It is

clE_w that the very tiigh density compmmds such_ as U6Fe, and', to a lesser extent U_Si,

exhibit andesirablv hiP,h, swelling rates at low or moderately tiigh fission densities. On, tile

other hand, the medium, dense c_mpounds, U_Siz and l.JSi_(,as well as UA,I_.:_.4 not plotted

: here)' appear to Ii:we a: more stable swelling beh:tvior. The reason for the difference til.

' swelling behavior lies. again in the manner ill which fissiotl gas bubble fi_rmation proceeds

during h'radiation, Metallographic sections strewn in Fig. 3 illustrate the difference in

, bubble morphology betwEEn, on tile one hand; high swelling compounds where bubbles

" grow ','eW lm'ge and eventually interlink, and; on_tile other hand; U:_S.i_wtiere bubblE: are!

too small to be seen at the. same magnification, At first glance, the irradiation: betiavior of

UaSi=. and USi, excluding the chemical reaction with aluminum, which is minimal for the

silicides, appe_Lrs very similar so that of tile aluminides. However, examination with a

scanning electron microscope reveals a dense population of rather unifi_rnly spaced

bubbles at higher magnification, as shown in Fig. 1_. These images clearly illustrate the

different; swelling behavior of! stable and tunstable compounds, in this case U_Si versus

U_Si2. "Iqm apparent rapid growth rate of fission gas bubbles in lJ:_Si, indicates high

diffusivity, and plasticity of this compoundl during irradiation.

The unstable (swelling), compounds, aU having very high _ranium contents, form

by pm_tectoid reactions from. two,phuse mixtures at rel:ttively low temperatures, as

illustrated for U_Si in Fig. 4. These compounds, which include U_,Fe, Ut,Ni; U_,Mn, U_Si,

and UrGe amcmg others,, am less stable than cong_mntly melting cc_mpounds such as U,3Si z

and UAI> For example, two compounds of this group, U_Fe and U:_Si, were found to

become amorphous under irradiation [3,.4]; and it has been' proposed that radiation-

enhanced diffusivity and plasticity, simil,'tr to that found in mictameti:,:ed minerals and

ceramics, _u'e tile cause of unstable (break-away)' swelling [5].



Tile tiighly plastic behavior of these compounds also me:ms, that they am

suseep.fible to mectianicall restraint. Radiation, test results indeed ce,nf'crm this, as show.n in

Fig. 5 for E%Si. in aluminum. Restraint to break-away swelling, exists in a dispersit,m_ as

long as su_cient matrix material stlrrotulds tile swelling, tirol parrficles, Fuel plate failure

by bm'J_-away swelling is thus a function of loading as well as accumulaed, fissicms in the

fueli as schematically shown in Fig. 6,

Because of supe_or mechanical stability, rod-type fuel elements, are generally

capable of restraining break-away swelling better than, plate-type fuel I!6].

As_ mentioned before, cangq'uentty (,high temperature), melting cmnp(mnds such as_

U:}Si2, do not, extiibit these break-away swelling, tendencies. The f:ission gas bubble

m{,_hok_gy remains uniform and. stiows: no evidence of bubble intertinkage t_ a_burnup in.
, (. (r, "excess of 6t)% of the Z3SU*in 93N-enriched tirol _as showll, in Fig,, 7_. Two interesting

observations can be made on the swelling behavior of UuSi> as: shown in Fig. 8. Then

appears to be a, bre,'fle, in the swelling, curve with a initial low swelling rate. This.

• phenomenon has, als{_ been observed' in UQ where it was stiown to be related tc_ the

formation of subgrains on. wtiich gas bubbles nucleated and _ew [7]. It has been

: proposed that a, similar mechanism operates in U_Sia and like compounds [)2].

The fission density at which the change from low to high; swelling rate occurs,

: appears t(._increase with increasing fission rate, i:e. from LEU through HEU in the same

neutron flux density,, an effect not yet expl,'tined satisfactorily, A similar shift might, also

(x:cu," in UAL.,, but on a finer scale so as. to render gas bubbles, too small to resolve by

" SEM,_

Subgrain formation is known to occur in metals as zt result of lm,ge deformation.

Dislocations generated by deformation forms wall--like structure surroundhlg rel:ttively

dislocatiamfi'ee, cells. This cellular structure can_ upon further deformation, evolve irt a

__ new fine-grain microsmmmre through a proce.';s called dynmnic-recrystalliation, [8], This

type of micro,,;mmmral evolution has also been observed in irradiated metals [9:], It is

possible that the continuous genemtitm of dislocations during fissioning results in a similar

_ process in cwstat!ine fuel compounds.

: IMPROVED FUELS

=

'1,I

The requirement of stable swelting behavior to hleh burnup appears to impose a

limit to fissile loading of dispersion fuel, Current rolling and s'w,t=,:",,;ng practices allow _m,
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economica.l_ upper limit of approximately 45, vol% of fissile materriM; in the core of

aluminum fueli plittes or rodS. USing tile highest: density _stable fissile compound available,

i.e. U_Si_, re.sults in an uranium, lt,_ading of ,--5_gcm _'_. Use of higher density uranium,

c_rnpounds sucti as U_Sii leads to tlie burden of imposed burnup limits for plate-type

dispersion, fuel elements, Some experiments with, various fabrication techniques 131;0;11]

liave shown that higher v,olume _actit3ns of U3Si z andl more unif_._rrn ceres may allow

significantly tligtmr fissile icmding. Industrial sc,,de production, however, has not been

demonstrated,

Morn immediate improvements in tm'mium le_ading_appear possible through the use

of a U.-Si alloy _with a ct_mpositic_n' between U_Si and U;Si a, Such an alloy solidifies as a

mixture of U_Si_ and metallic uranium, This higtier-density all¢,3y c:m, be used as-is, or

after an anneal to convert it. to a mixture, of UuSi:_ anti U_Si. In: the annealed, case, U_Si

must be the minor fracticm' of tilt two-phase mixture so. as to prevent its. basicMly unstable

swelling betmvior from d_minating tile overall! fuel swelling. Successful irraNat-ic.m

behavior has been demonstrated witti annealed ....U:_Si_:7", wtiich: consists of -25 vol% U3Si

mad 75. vol% U_Siz.

Higher uranium loading _ is thought to be achit:vable by using as-cast mLxtures

bee:rose the metallic phase reacts with alUmiilum during re:m'tc_I:(_peration to form UA1,. [16,

13]: so: that one has, in fact, a mix lure of two stable ct,_mptmnds: U_Si:: + UA1 x. It may

even be feasible to allow the fuel: tc_contain enough, urm_iurn: metal to. convert all avmtable

aluminum in the com. Such an in.-sim conversion of core aluminum to; a tirol phase has,

to a large extent, been demt,mstrated with zt U.-A1 alloy consisting of a two-phase mixture

of UAI z and m_ tallic uranium, i,e., hyperstoichiometric "UA1a [1'4]. As shown, in Figme 9,

nem'ty the entire core of this teel: plate consists of fuel, and only a very small fraction (_f

Numinunl is left, This LEU test plate achieved very high burnup and; was fabricated with

higher U lt.mding than possib!e with ,.;ingle-phase UAI_.

Therefore, lt appears, possible to fabricate fuel' plates_ using ml optimum mixture of

U_Si_. and metallic uranium at, 45' vol% ttiat ;ire (.ff significantly higher uranium lc._ading

than U_Si:_ or U:_S,..1. Some modification in plate rolling techniques to obtain mc._re

uniform core thickness and use c._f splierical fuel powders t(,_ achieve a mom-unifo_,'m

dispersant distribution. [15]i in combinatic.m with two-phase tirol cc_mpounds, could achieve

stable swelling tirol plates in lhc range of 7-8 gcm _ of urai_ium.
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Fig. 2. Swelling of v,ai,i_msLEU uranium compounds dispersed
and clad, in aluminum as a funct,ion, of accumulated
fissions in file c_mpoun(ts ('ORR irradiat_ions),
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Fig, 4. The U_Si: equilibrium phase, diagram,
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Fig. 8, Fuel' particle swelling of U3S[ 2 of various
enrictlments (i.e. various fission rates)
disnersed iu, aluminum, as a function of

{
accumulated fissions in the fuel particles. [_
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